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--- Dotted lines denotes advisory role
PRESIDENT
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
Org Code: WOCHNC
Chancellor, #89364
Private Secretary, SR-22, #900119
Assistant to Senior Executive, #89527

COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Org Code: WOCOMM
Public Information Sp, PBC, #78236
Public Information Sp, PBB, #77220
Graphic Designer, PBB, #77325

STATE OF HAWAI‘I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I – WEST O‘AHU
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART II
General Funds 6.00
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
Org Code: WOVCSA
Vice Chancellor, #89292
Secretary II, SR-14, #26912
Specialist Faculty Position, #76346
Instruc & Student Sup Sp, PBA, #79821
Student Serv Sp, PBC, #77839
Specialist Faculty Position, #76298
Student Activities Off, PBB, #77164
Student Serv Sp, PBB, #77214
Student Serv Sp, PBB, #77793
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OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART III

General Funds 39.00

ENROLLMENT SERVICES
Org Code: WOESSA
Admissions Mgr, PBC, #78469
Admissions Sp, PBB, #81807

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
Org Code: WOSDSA
Specialist Faculty Position, #83711

ADMISSIONS & RECRUITMENT
Org Code: WOARES
Admissions Sp, PBB, #78482
Admissions Sp, PBB, #78483
Admissions Sp, PBA, #80415
Admissions Sp, PBB, #78127
Admissions Sp, PBA, #78671

REGISTRATION & RECORDS
Org Code: WORGES
Registrar, PBB, #78376
Student Serv Sp, PBB, #77065
Student Serv Sp, PBA, #80714,
#81836

FINANCIAL AID
Org Code: WOFAES
Financial Aid Mgr, PBB, #78125
Financial Aid Sp, PBB, #77645
Financial Aid Sp, PBB, #78126
Financial Aid Sp, PBA, #77350
Office Assistant IV, SR-10,
#49249

CAREER SERVICES
Org Code: WOCSSD
Specialist Faculty Position, #76303

ADVISING SERVICES
Org Code: WOADS
Academic Advisor, PBB, #77506
Academic Advisor, PBB,
#77387, #77425, #78484, #78485
Specialist Faculty Position,
#76347, #76348, #76350, #76354

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
Org Code: WOLCSD
Specialist Faculty Position,
#76336, #76338

New positions pending establishment: 95823F
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Org Code: WOVCAA

Vice Chancellor, #89449
   Secretary III, SR-16, #50001
   Office Assistant IV, SR-10, #900625, #900412**
   Associate Vice Chancellor, #89494
      Academic Support, PBB, #81693
      Academic Support, PBC, #79846
      Academic Support, PBB, #77584
      Academic Support, PBB, #77598
      Admin & Fiscal Supp Sp, PBA, #80647
      Academic Support, PBB, #81024
      Faculty Specialist Position, #88836T**
      Fiscal Specialist, PBB, #81299
      Admin & Fiscal Supp Sp, PBA, #77363
      Distance Education Sp, PBB, #77222+
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General Funds 13.00
**General Funds 2.00 (BT)

**Budgeted temporary position

+Position reports to Faculty Specialist, #76304
INSTRUCTION
Org Code: WOINAA
*Vice Chancellor, #89449

HUMANITIES
Org Code: WOHIUN
Division Chair (appointed from Instructional Faculty)
Instructional Faculty #76262, #76264, #76265, #76266, #76267, #76268, #76274, #76290, #76291, #76292, #76306, #76313, #76314, #76315, #76316, #76317, #76319, #8230, #84165, #85488, #86688, #8824, #88831, #88832, #76307, Specialist Faculty Position #76304
Lab Coordinator, PBA, #77657

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Org Code: WOSSin
Division Chair (appointed from Instructional Faculty)
Instructional Faculty #76275, #76305, #76320, #76322, #76323, #76352, #82656, #83496, #83758, #84676, #88825, #88826, #88828, #88830, #88833, #88834, #88841, #88838T, #88840T

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Org Code: WOPAIN
Division Chair (appointed from Instructional Faculty)
Instructional Faculty #76254, #76295, #76324, #76326, #76327, #76328, #76329, #76330, #76353, #83962, #88823, #88827, #76251T

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Org Code: WOBAIN
Division Chair (appointed from Instructional Faculty)
Instructional Faculty #76269, #76271, #76273, #76294, #76302, #76311, #76332, #76333, #76334, #76335, #82650, #84246, #88549, #87445, #88829, #76352T
Academic Support, PBB, #77483

EDUCATION
Org Code: WOEDIN
Division Chair (appointed from Instructional Faculty)
Instructional Faculty #76253, #76255, #76256, #76257, #76258, #76259, #76260, #76272, #76293, #76339, #76340
Specialist Faculty Position #76261
Academic Support, PBB, #77023
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General Funds 84.00
**General Funds 5.00 (BT)

*Position count not included on this page

**Budgeted temporary positions
STATE OF HAWAI‘I
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General Funds 9.00

*Position count not included on this page
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Org Code: WOVCAA
*Vice Chancellor, #89449

CENTER FOR LABOR EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Org Code: WOCLAA

Specialist Faculty Position and Director, #85401
Secretary II, SR-14, #14847
Specialist Faculty Position #85174, #85180, #85402

*Position count not included on this page
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ADMINISTRATION
Org Code: WOVCAD
Vice Chancellor, #89142
Registered Engineer, PBB, #77395
Environmental & Health Sfty Sp, PBB, #79099
Registered Architect, PBB, #78402
Admin & Fiscal Supp Sp, PBA, #78881, #95810F
Government Relations, PBB, #78701
Admin & Fiscal Supp Sp, PBA, #79667

BUSINESS OFFICE
Org Code: WOBOAD
Fiscal Manager, PBC, #78106
Fiscal Specialist, PBB, #79488,
Fiscal Specialist, PBB, #80111,
Fiscal Specialist, PBB, #80933
Fiscal Specialist, PBB, #78829
Fiscal Specialist, PBA, #79678
Admin & Fiscal Supp Sp, PBA,
#80382, #77031T**

CAMPUS SERVICES
Org Code: WOCSAD
Auxil & Fac Svcs Mgr, PBC, #78382
Office Assistant IV, SR-10, #900708
Food Service Mgr, PBB, #77173
Public Information Sp, PBA, #77196
Admin & Fiscal Supp Sp, PAA, #776527**

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
Org Code: WOOMCS
Auxil & Fac Svcs Off, PBB, #77176
Janitor III, WS-02, #900257
Janitor II, BC-02, #900258
Buildings & Grounds Custodian II, BC-02, #900559, #900562
Gen Laborer III, WS-03, #900645
General Laborer I, BC-02, #900639, #900640, #900641, #900707
Auxil & Fac Svcs Off, PBB, #78378

HUMAN RESOURCES
Org Code: WOHRAAD
Human Resources Manager, PBC, #95813F
Sr Human Resources Sp, PBB, #78463
Human Resources Sp, PBB, #78859
Human Resources Sp, PBA, #78541

CAMPUS SECURITY & SAFETY
Org Code: WOSEC
Univ Security Off II, SR-16, #900646
Univ Security Off I, SR-14, #12881, #45864, #900726

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Org Code: WOITAD
IT Manager, PBC, #77548
Sr IT Specialist, PBB, #78858
IT Specialist, PBB, #77368
IT Specialist, PBA, #80673
Media Specialist, PBB, #77524
IT Specialist, PBA, #78478
Sr IT Specialist, PBB, #81573
IT Specialist, PBB, #78495
IT Specialist, PBA, #77822
Sr IT Specialist, PBB, #77168
IT Specialist, PBB, #77508

**Budgeted temporary position
Positions pending establishment #95303F, #95304F, #95809F, #95310F, #95811F
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General Funds 54.00
**General Funds 2.00 (BT)